INFORMATION SCIENCE - DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PHD)

Information science considers the relationships between people, places and technology—as well as the information or data those interactions yield. It unites a number of interdisciplinary approaches for understanding and shaping a future characterized by pervasively available digital technology. Drawing on knowledge from social science, computer science, data science and the humanities, information scientists support the study and innovation of "socio-technical systems." In other words, information science takes as a core idea that data are a common denominator for both social and technical systems. By focusing on the transformation of data across systems of people, places, and technology in ways that then make data truly useful and meaningful, students will be in the best possible position to invent what society can do with technology, and what technology can do for society.

The PhD program offers an education that combines training in the liberal arts, empirical investigation and computing knowledge, and incorporates the grant-driven, collaborative "lab model" research that characterizes the natural and engineering sciences.

Requirements

Application Guidelines

PhD applicants must:

• Hold at least a bachelor's degree or its equivalent.
• Have an undergraduate GPA of at least 3.2 and graduate GPA of 3.5, if any prior graduate coursework was taken.
• Provide the following documents:
  • A CV or resume
  • An unofficial transcript from each college or university attended
  • Scores from the general GRE; international students must also have a TOEFL score of at least 600 (IBT 100)
  • Three letters of recommendation from people qualified to judge the student's potential for success in graduate school (Note: The most compelling recommendation letters will provide specific observations about the candidate's promise in analytical thinking, oral and written scientific communication, and research and teaching, as well as demonstration of teamwork and collegiality)
  • A statement of purpose (two pages maximum) that describes a question, problem or topic in information science the student has a passion to address; explains how the student's previous academic training, professional experience and/or personal passions led them to this question, problem or topic and drew them to this degree program; and identifies the faculty members with whom the student is interested in working and why
  • Optional: a writing sample in addition to the statement of purpose

One's ability and willingness to expand skill sets should be demonstrated in the statement of purpose.

For review and decision purposes, students are required to upload an unofficial copy of their transcript(s) in the online application. We require one copy of the scanned transcript from each undergraduate and graduate institution attended. This includes community colleges, summer sessions and extension programs. While credits from one institution may appear on the transcript of a second institution, unofficial transcripts must be submitted from each institution, regardless of the length of attendance and whether courses were completed.

Failure to list and submit transcripts from all institutions previously attended is considered a violation of academic ethics and may result in the cancellation of admission or dismissal from the university.

Only after a student is recommended for admission will they need to provide official transcripts.

Graduate advising is available by phone (303-492-7977), email (cmcigrad@colorado.edu) or in person (Hellems 96D).

Required Courses and Credits

| Code       | Title                                                             | Credit Hours |
|------------|                                                                  |--------------|
| INFO 7000  | Introduction to Doctoral Studies in Information Science           | 3            |
| INFO 6101  | Theories and Concepts in Information Science                      | 3            |
| INFO 6201  | Interdisciplinary Ways of Knowing                                 | 3            |
| INFO 6301  | Computation for Research in Information Science                   | 3            |
| INFO 6401  | Information and Ideas in Design Disciplines                      | 3            |
| INFO 65XX  | Methods in Information Science                                    | 3            |
| INFO 6500  | Information Science Seminar (six 1-credit sessions)              | 6            |

Specialization Courses

Twelve credit hours of graduate-level elective coursework must be taken. Elective specialization courses can be within or outside of INFO, under the guidance of the student’s advisor and committee.

Total Credit Hours 36

1 Multiple 5000- and 6000-level methods courses will be offered that offer deep dives into various quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods in information science. Students must take one methods course in addition to INFO 6201 to fulfill the core requirements.